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Partners in Progress or Illegality:
the case of International Consulting Capital and Forest Venture Inc.
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Introduction
This brief highlights the case of International Consultant
Capital (ICC), the holder of FMC Area K in River Cess
County. This case is not unique, although there are some
peculiarities; rather it is used to illustrate the failings of
the major logging companies operating in Liberia. Since
Forest Management Contracts (FMCs) were allocated in
2008 and 2009 there have been several concerns
including the capacity of concessionaires to manage their
concessions and to meet their financial and social
obligations. The Civil-Society Independent Forest
Monitors (CS-IFM) outlined a number of these issues in
the Social Audit conducted in 2013.1
Due to its limited financial capacity ICC was unable to
commence logging activities in the FMC Area K
concession when it signed the contract with the Liberian
government in September 2009. After almost 5 years of
inactivity, the company sub-contracted Forest Venture
Inc. (hereafter, Forest Venture) to log the concession.
Forest Venture was involved in illegal logging under
Private Use Permits (PUPs) that have been cancelled.
Therefore, allowing Forest Venture to log in FMC Area K
has implications for the rule of law in the logging
industry specifically and forest governance broadly.
Background
The ICC was awarded 25year concession for FMC Area K in
September 2009 and printed into handbills on October 1, 2009.
The Concession Area includes forest in Grand Gedeh, Nimba
and Rivercess Counties and covers an area of 266,190 hectares.2
The contract is expected to expire in September 2034.
The ICC won the bid due to financial backing from Sealord
and Liberia Wood Industries (LWI). The financial duediligence commissioned by the Government of Liberia
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report raised concerns that there was no evidence of a
binding agreement between ICC and Sealord, ICC and the
LWI.3 The financial backer also provided information that
was unverified during the due-diligence process.
Sustainable Development Institute (SDI)4 and Global
Witness5 re-echoed these concerns in various reports. SDI
and Global Witness feared that the company would be
unable to meet its financial obligations due to the insecure
nature of its finances. The government ignored calls not to
grant this concession and instead awarded the concession.
These concerns appear to have materialised, as although
this concession was awarded to ICC in September 2009,
the company failed to commence full scale logging
activities and to pay its taxes due to a lack of financial
capacity. In early 2014 and after persistent warnings from
the FDA that the concession would be cancelled if ICC
failed to commence logging activities, ICC entered into an
agreement with Forest Venture for them to log the
concession on ICC’s behalf.
The CS-IFM made series of field visits in April and May
2014 to FMC Area K in Rivercess County to investigate
reports of logging activities in the concessions. The CSIFM team encountered Forest Venture extracting logs,
scaling and transporting them to the Buchanan port. This
was an immediate concern because the Special
Independent Investigating Body (SIIB) when investigating
the PUPs found that Forest Venture had acted
fraudulently in obtaining PUPs and recommended that
they be barred from logging for “orchestrating fraudulent
activities in Liberia’s forest sector”.6
1. ICC does not possess the financial capabilities
to operate FMC Area K
As at June 2014 ICC was in arrears totalling over $8 million
United States Dollars including Land Rental Fees. This was
the highest amount of arrears of any logging company at
the time.7 This is no surprised because prior to acquiring
the concession there were already indicators that ICC
would be unable to operate the concession, including the
absence of a binding agreement with its financial backer8
and the financial backers provided unverifiable
information regarding the status of their finances.9 Also,
ICC transferred 92.5 per cent of its shares to Liberian Wood
Industry, Inc. on February 18, 2009.10 This transfer took
place before the bid but after ICC had received its prequalification certificate. An ICC Board Resolution executed
on 17th February 2009 certified by the Notary Public on
September 17th 2009 confirms this transfer.11 Prior to this
transfer ICC then majority shareholder Mulbah Willie
owned 100% of ICC shares. As a result of this significant
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change the company’s pre-qualification certificate appears
to have been invalid at the time of the bid. FDA Regulation
103-07 provides that a prequalification certificate is valid if
“the facts that the bidder stated in the prequalification
application have not materially changed.”12
Questions were also raised in the due-diligence report about
the relationship between ICC and another logging company
Geblo Logging that won the bid for FMC Area I. The two
companies were considered linked via their relationship with
Liberia Wood Industries, the major shareholder of ICC at the
time. Geblo Logging at the time also owned shares in Liberia
Wood Industries. According to the Liberia Extractive
Industries Transparency Initiative (LEITI) updated company
database Mr. MacDonald Wantoe is the CEO and President
of both Geblo Logging and ICC.13 Finally, because records
presented during the due diligence indicated that Liberia
Wood Industries owned the ICC equipment, there were
questions whether these were the same equipment Geblo
Logging claimed to have; both companies had to prove that
they had capacity to operate the concession – a major
indicator being access to equipment.
2. Forest Venture and ICC agreement
As indicated earlier, after warnings from the FDA that the
concession agreement for FMC Area K would be cancelled
because of ICC’s inability to operate the concession, in
February 2014 ICC contracted with Forest Venture to log
the concession.14 The FDA confirmed that it is aware of
and authorized Forest Venture to log the concession
based on its agreement with ICC. The FDA provided copies
of its letter acknowledging the partnership between ICC
and Forest Venture, and the partnership agreement itself.
Regulation 104-07, Section 71(a) of the FDA Ten Core
Regulations provides for the rights of company to sub
contract a third party company to operate in its
concession. However, unless the rights and
responsibilities for the concession are actually
transferred to a different company, the responsibility for
all the associated financial obligations remains with the
original concession holder. This means that ICC remains
responsible for all the financial, social and all other
obligations related to the management of FMC Area K.
Therefore, even though ICC has contracted with Forest
Venture to log the concession, ICC’s failure to meet its
financial obligations as agreed in the concession
agreement is ground for termination. The FDA is also under
legal obligation to place ICC on a list of suspended Persons
in line with FDA Regulation 103 - 07. The regulation states,
“The Authority shall place on the list of suspended Persons
those who have defaulted on their financial obligations
2 | www.sdiliberia.org Briefing december 2014

related to forest use”.15 The regulation’s definition of
Persons includes companies and joint ventures. Finally,
under the Voluntary Partnership Agreement with the EU,
harvesting and exporting timber from Liberia without
paying all the required taxes renders the timber illegal.16
3. Forest Venture role in PUP
The SIIB found that Forest Venture had engaged in
fraudulent activities in acquiring and operating PUPs. The
SIIB recommended that Forest Venture “be permanently
barred from engaging in any commercial forestry
activities”17 for these fraudulent and illegal activities. The
SIIB also recommended that the Ministry of Justice further
investigate and prosecute Forest Venture.18 To the contrary,
Forest Venture has neither been barred nor brought before
a court of law. This has allowed Forest Ventures to
continue its logging operations in FMC Area K.
FDA Regulation No. 103-07 provides that to achieve
sustainable commercial development of the forest, Liberia
must ensure that forest operators “possess integrity of
character and respect for law”. The regulation provides that
any Person “may petition the Authority to add Persons to the
list of debarred Persons or the list of suspended Persons”.19 In
the case of Forest Venture, the SIIB recommended
debarment and the FDA is under legal obligation to “make a
prompt and thorough investigation of the allegations in the
petition”20 and publish its findings. To date, there is no
evidence that the FDA has complied with this legal provision.
The full text of the Regulation 103-07 Section 24 is
transcribed below to further illustrate this case.
Table 1: FDA Regulation 103-07: Section 24.
Procedure for Listing

• Any Person, including the Authority, may petition the
Authority to add Persons to the list of debarred Persons
or the list of suspended Persons.

• The Authority shall make a prompt and thorough
investigation of the allegations in the petition.

• The Authority shall notify the Persons being
investigated either directly or, if the Authority cannot
locate the Persons, through an advertisement in a
newspaper of general circulation.
footnotes
12 FDA Regulation 103-07, Section 46(b)(4). Available from:
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15 FDA Regulation No. 103-07 on Bidder Qualification, Section 23(b)
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• The Authority shall allow the Persons being
investigated fair opportunity to present evidence in
the investigation.

• The Authority shall publish a draft summary of its
findings from the investigation in an advertisement in
a newspaper of general circulation.

• In that advertisement, the Authority shall invite the public
to submit additional evidence bearing on the listing.

• No sooner than 60 days after publishing its draft

4. Responsibilities for community benefits
Regulation 104-07 requires that, unless the right of the
concession has been transferred, the original concession
holder must fulfil all responsibilities of the concession
including the implementation of the Social Agreement.21
The community is unaware of the details of the
partnership agreement between ICC and Forest Venture.
As a result, there is confusion regarding who is
responsible for meeting the obligations under the Social
Agreement. Other issues included:

summary, the Authority shall publish in a newspaper
of general circulation a final summary, a decision on
listing, and a statement of reasons.

• The CFDC does not have a copy of the agreement

• Upon publishing its decision on listing, the Authority

sacred forest (used for the traditional bush schools)
even though they agreed in the Social Agreement that
such areas were out of bounds for the company.
Community members protested and physically
prevented the company’s road builders from
bulldozing a logging road through the area.

shall make any necessary additions to the list of
debarred Persons or the list of suspended Persons.

• The Authority shall inform the Public Procurement and
Concessions Commission of any change that the
Authority makes to the list of debarred Persons or the
list of suspended Persons.

between ICC and Forest Venture.

• The company attempted to enter the community’s

• The company treats community members they hired
poorly. There is no housing or medical facility for workers
and their family as agreed in the Social Agreement.

• The ICC has not reconditioned or opened feeder roads
to connect affected communities as agreed in the
Social Agreement.

Community members erecting a road block along the Forest Venture/
ICC logging highway in Rivercess County. © SDI

According to the CFDC, they lodged complaints with the
FDA regarding these issues. The FDA in a letter addressed
to the CS-IFM team denied receiving a formal complaint
from the CFDC.22 When the FDA and the company failed
to address their concerns, community members created a
roadblock to prevent Forest Venture and ICC from
entering the concession. On April 2, 2014, the ICC, in a
meeting with community representatives including the
Chairlady, Youth Leaders, Elders, the CFDC and FDA in
Zoryea Town, confirmed that it is responsible for
delivering the community’s benefits under the Social
Agreement. A representative of Forest Venture also
participated in this meeting.23 However, follow up
investigations found that ICC is still not meeting its
obligations as enshrined in the Social Agreement fully.

footnotes
17 SIIB Report (2012), Special Independent Investigating Body Report on the Issuance of
Private Use Permits (PUPs), Page xi
18 ibid
19 FDA Regulation No. 103-07 on Bidder Qualification, Section 24(a)
20 FDA Regulation No. 103-07 on Bidder Qualification, Section 24(b)
21 FDA Regulation 104-07 on Tender, Award, and Administration of Forest Management
Contracts, Timber Sale Contracts, and Major Forest Use Permits, Section 71(a) to (f). Available
from: http://www.fao.org/forestry/16268-05ce3122d08147af911cd156ba603cf61.pdf
22 FDA Letter Addressed to the CS-IFM, dated July 30, 2014.
23 The CS – IFM Team attended this meeting as observers.
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Conclusions

• Compel the ICC to fulfil its obligations under the Social

Since ICC was awarded the concession in 2009, the
company has failed to operate the concession. The
company now owes about $8 million in Land Rental Fees
to the government of Liberia. The affected communities
are entitled to 30 per cent of this amount. The company’s
failure to pay the Land Rental Fees and to meet its
obligations established in the Social Agreement deprives
the affected communities of their rightful benefits from
logging in their area. This violates the forestry laws and
regulations and the terms of the contract.
Due to its inability to operate the concession, ICC has
hired Forest Venture to operate the concession on its
behalf; although the company previous Private Use
Permits were cancelled because they were acquired
illegally. The SIIB report recommended that Forest
Venture be permanently barred from operating in the
forestry sector for it’s fraudulent activities regarding
Private Use Permits. The failure of the Government of
Liberia to prosecute the company and its executives that
were linked to these fraudulent activities demonstrates a
lack of commitment to upholding the rule of law in the
sector. This is not only bad for the image of the logging
sector it has wider implications for forest governance and
community rights, as have been detailed in this brief.
The affected communities are dissatisfied that ICC is
failing to deliver on its responsibilities established in the
Social Agreement. This situation is fuelling tension
between the community and ICC and has already led to a
standoff when the community blocked the roads to the
company’s operation areas. The failure of the FDA to
address these concerns paved the way for these
confrontations between the affected communities on the
one hand, and ICC and Forest Venture on the other.

Agreement that they signed with the affected
communities through their CFDC. Since the Social
Agreement was signed on March 21st 2010 the
company has failed to fulfil its obligations to the
affected communities.

• Investigate the other concerns being raised by the
CFDC and community members in a transparent
manner, and make its findings available to the public.
This will send a message to concession holders that
disregard for communities rights will no longer be
tolerated in the sector.
The Government of Liberia for its part should investigate
and prosecute Forest Venture for engaging in the
fraudulent and illegal activities outlined in the SIIB’s
report. The government should also prosecute other
companies and individuals that were found to have
engaged in illegal activities related to Private Use Permits
and penalized them in accordance with the law.
The European Union should request the government to
act on existing cases of illegal logging operations. Given
that there is already an abundance of evidence of illegal
logging under different agreements, the EU should
request actions on these instances as the parties scale up
implementation of the Voluntary Partnership Agreement.
Both the European Union and Government of Liberia
should fast track the recruitment process for the
Independent Auditor provided for in the VPA. Recruiting
and deploying the Independent Auditor now will
strengthen efforts to restore rule of law and to identify
illegal operators. This is crucial to re-establishing rule of
law in the logging sector and securing public confidence
that the VPA will make a difference in forest governance.

Recommendations
To demonstrate its commitments to the rule of law in the
forestry sector, and to purge the sector of illegal
operators, the FDA should:

• Enforce the law regarding taxes and other fiscal
obligations of concession holders. This should include
cancelling the ICC contract given its inability to pay its
taxes in compliance with the law, and placing the ICC
on the List of Suspended Persons as required by law.

• Promptly act on the recommendations of the SIIB by
investigating Forest Venture, making public the
preliminary findings, soliciting additional evidence
from the public, and finalizing and publishing the final
report of its investigation.
Copy of the letter of
acknowledgement from
FDA to ICC obtained
from the FMC K CFDC
Chairman. © SDI
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